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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet X be a compact metric space. In 4 , Fort introduced the notion of
essential fixed points of a continuous map f on X. However, it is not true
that any continuous map has at least one essential fixed point even though
w xthe space has the fixed point property. In 5 , Kinoshita introduced the
notion of essential components of the set of fixed points and he proved
that for any continuous map of the Hilbert cube into itself, there exists at
least one essential component of the set of it's fixed points.
w xIn 7 , Kohlberg and Mertens introduced the notion of essential compo-
nents of the set of Nash equilibrium points and they proved that every
finite n-person noncooperative game has at least one essential component
w xof the set of it's Nash equilibrium points. In 10 , Yu and Luo introduced
the notion of essential components of the set of Ky Fan's points and they
proved that every function satisfy some continuity and convexity condi-
.tions has at least one essential component of the set of it's Ky Fan's
points and they deduced that every n-person noncooperative game has at
least one essential component of the set of it's Nash equilibrium points.
In this paper, we introduce the notion of an essential component of the
solution set of quasi-variational inequalities and we prove that every
quasi-variational inequality has at least one essential connected compo-
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nent of the set of it's solutions. Moreover, we deduce that every general-
ized game has at least one essential connected component of the set of it's
equilibrium points.
2. PRELIMINARIES
X  4Let X and Y be two Hausdorff topological spaces, let F: Y ª 2 _ B
 . be a set-valued map. Then 1 F is upper semicontinuous respectively,
.lower semicontinuous at y g Y, if for each open set U in X with0
 .   . .U > F y respectively, U l F y / B , there exists an open neighbor-0 0
 .   . .hood O of y such that U > F y respectively, U l F y / B for each0
 .  .y g O; 2 F is upper semicontinuous respectively, lower semicontinuous
 .on Y if F is upper semicontinuous respectively, lower semicontinuous at
 .every point y g Y; 3 F is continuous on Y if F is both upper semicontin-
uous and lower semicontinuous on Y.
 .If X is a metric space, F y is compact for each y g Y, then by
w xCorollary 4.2.3 of 6 , F is continuous at y g Y if and only if for0
each « ) 0, there exists an open neighborhood O of y such that0
  .  ..h F y , F y - « whenever y g O, where h is the Hausdorff metric0
defined on X.
w  .xThe following theorem is Corollary 22 of 1, see p. 350 :
THEOREM A. Suppose that X is a con¨ex compact subset of a Hilbert
X  4space H, G: X ª 2 _ B is a continuous set-¨ alued map with closed
con¨ex ¨alued, and f : X = X ª R satisfying:
 .  .1 f x, y is lower semicontinuous on X = X ;
 .  .2 for each fixed x g X, y ª f x, y is conca¨e;
 .  .3 f y, y F 0 for all y g X.
Then there exists a solution xU g X to the quasi-¨ ariational inequality:
xU g G xU and sup f xU , y F 0. .  .
U .ygG x
Note that Theorem A is also true when H is a locally convex topological
vector space.
Now let X be a nonempty convex compact subset of a normed linear
space and let F be the collection of all functions f : X = X ª R such
 .  .  .that 1 f x, y is lower semicontinuous on X = X ; 2 for each fixed
 .  .  .x g X, y ª f x, y is concave; 3 f y, y F 0 for all y g Y and
 . <  . <4 sup f x, y - q`. x, y .g X=X
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X  4Let K be the collection of all set-valued maps G: X ª 2 _ B such
 .  .  .that 1 for each x g X, G x is convex and closed; 2 G is continuous
on X.
 .  .Let Y s F = K. For any u s f , G , u s f , G g Y, define1 1 1 2 2 2
r u , u s sup f x , y y f x , y q sup h G x , G x , .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 1 2 1 2
 . xgXx , y gX=X
 .where h is the Hausdorff metric defined on X. Clearly, Y, r is a1
complete metric space.
 . UFor any u s f, G g Y, by Theorem A, there exists a solution x g X
U  U .  U .Uto the quasi-variational inequality: x g G x , sup f x , y F 0.y g G x .
 .Denote by S u all solutions of the quasi-variational inequality u. Thus
 .u ª S u indeed defines a set-valued map from Y to X.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. 1 S u is compact for any u g Y;
 .2 Set-¨alued map S is upper semicontinuous on Y.
w  .xProof. Because X is compact, by Corollary 9 of 1, see p. 111 , we
 .  . 4only need to prove that the Graph S s u, x g Y = X : x g S u , u g X
 .  .  .is closed. Suppose that u , x g Graph S with u , x ª u , x , de-n n n n 0 0
 .  .  .note u s f , G , u s f , G , then f ª f , G ª G , x g G x ,n n n 0 0 0 n 0 n 0 n n n
 .  .x ª x , and f x , y F 0 for any y g G x . Becausen 0 n n n n
h G x , G x F h G x , G x q h G x , G x .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .n n 0 0 n n 0 n 0 n 0 0
F r u , u q h G x , G x ª 0, .  .  . .1 n 0 0 n 0 0
  .  ..we obtain that h G x , G x ª 0. Also becausen n 0 0
d x , G x F d x , x q d x , G x q h G x , G x .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0 0 n n n n n n 0 0
s d x , x q h G x , G x ª 0, .  .  . .0 n n n 0 0
 .we obtain that x g G x .0 0 0
 .   .  ..For any y g G x , because h G x , G x ª 0, there is a sequence0 0 n n 0 0
 .  .y g G x such that y ª y, note that f x , y F 0. Becausen n n n n n n
f x , y F lim inf f x , y .  .0 0 0 n n
nª`
s lim inf f x , y q f x , y y f x , y .  .  . .n n n 0 n n n n n
nª`
s lim inf f x , y q lim f x , y y f x , y .  .  .n n n 0 n n n n n
nª` nª`
F lim r u , u s 0, .1 0 n
nª`
 .  .we obtain that f x , y F 0. Hence x g S u , the Graph S must be0 0 0 0
closed and the lemma is proved.
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 .For each u g Y, the component of a point x g S u is the union of all
 . w xconnected subsets of S u which contain the point x, see p. 356 in 3 ,
 .components are connected closed subsets of S u and are thus also
connected compact. It is easy to see that the components of two distinct
 .points of S u either coincide or are disjoint, so that all components
 .constitute a decomposition of S u into connected pairwise disjoint com-
pact subsets, i.e.,
S u s C u , .  .D a
agL
 .where L is an index set; for any a g L, C u is a nonempty connecteda
 .  .  .compact and for any a , b g L a / b , C u l C u s B.a b
 .DEFINITION 2.2. u g Y, C u is called an essential component if fora
 .each open set O containing C u , there exists d ) 0 such that for anya
 .  .¨ g Y with r u, ¨ - d , S ¨ l O / B.1
In the next section, we prove that for every u g Y, there exists at least
one essential connected component of the set of it's solutions.
3. ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF THE SOLUTION SET
OF QUASI-VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES
In order to prove the existence theorem, we need the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.1. Let C, D be two nonempty con¨ex compact subsets of a
normed linear space E. Then
h C , lC q mD F h C , D , .  .
where h is the Hausdorff metric defined on E, l G 0, m G 0, and l q m s 1.
 .Proof. It is sufficient to verify that for any b ) 0, if h C, D - b, then
 .h C, lC q mD - b.
 .  .Because h C, D - b, there is a ) 0 such that h C, D - a - b. De-
 .  5 5 4  .note B x, a s w g E: x y w - a . Because h C, D - a, then C ;
 .  .D B y, a and D ; D B x, a .y g D x g C
5 5For any x g C, there is y g D such that x y y - a. Because l x q m y
5  .5 5 5g lC q mD and x y l x q m y s m x y y - a, we obtain that C ;
 .D B u, a .ug lCqm D
For any u g lC q mD, there are x g C, y g D such that u s l x q m y.
X 5 X 5Because y g D, there is x g C such that x y y - a. Because C is
X X5 5 5 .  .5convex, x s l x q m x g C and u y x s l x q m y y l x q m x s
5 X 5  .m x y y - a, we obtain that lC q mD ; D B x, a . Hencex g C
 .  .  .h C, lC q mD F a - b and h C, lC q mD F h C, D .
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THEOREM 3.2. For any u g Y, there exists at least one essential connected
 .component of S u .
 .Proof. Suppose that S u is decomposed as follows,
S u s C u , .  .D a
agL
 .where L is an index set; for any a g L, C u is a connected compact anda
 .  .  .for any a , b g L a / b , C u l C u s B.a b
We prove that there exists at least one essential component. Let us
suppose otherwise, then for every a g L, there exists an open set Oa
 .  .containing C u such that for any d ) 0, there is u g Y with r u, ua a 1 a
 . w x- d , S u l O s B. The same as in the proof of Lemma 1 in 5 ,a a
 .  4n  4nbecause S u is compact, there exist two open coverings V and Wi is1 i is1
which satisfy the following conditions:
 .1 W ; V ;i i
 .2 V l V s B, i / j;i j
 .  .3 V contains at least one C u with O > V .i a a ii i
n  .By Lemma 2.1, S is upper semicontinuous at u. Because D W > S uis1 i
n U n  .and D W is open, there is d ) 0 such that D W > S ¨ for eachis1 i is1 i
 . U  . U¨ g Y with r u, ¨ - d . Thus, there is u g Y with r u, u - d ,1 a 1 ai i
 .S u l O s B.a ai i
 .  .Denote u s f, G and u s f , G , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Let us definea a ai i i
X  4a function c : X = X ª R and a set-valued map H: X ª 2 _ B as
follows,
¡ nf x , y , if x g X _ D V , y g X , . is1 i
~f x , y , if x g W , y g X , .c x , y s . a ii¢l x f x , y q m x f x , y , if x g V _ W , y g X . .  .  .  .i i a i ii
¡ nG x , if x g X _ D V , . is1 i
~G x , if x g W , .H x s a i . i¢l x G x q m x G x , if x g V _ W , .  .  .  .i i a i ii
where
d x , W .i
l x s , .i nd x , W q d x , X _ D V . .i is1 i
d x , X _ Dn V .is1 i
m x s . .i nd x , W q d x , X _ D V . .i is1 i
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 .  .  .  .Note that l x and m x are continuous, l x G 0, m x G 0, andi i i i
 .  .l x q m x s 1.i i
 .  .It can be routinely checked that 1 c x, y is lower semicontinuous on
 .  .  .  .X = X ; 2 for each fixed x g X, y ª c x, y is concave; 3 c y, y F 0
 . <  . <  .  .for all y g X ; 4 sup c x, y - q`; 5 for each x g X, H x x, y .g X=X
 .  .is convex and closed and 6 H is continuous on X. Hence ¨ s c , H g Y.
 . UMoreover, because r u, u - d , i s 1, 2, . . . , n,1 a i
f x , y y l x f x , y q m x f x , y .  .  .  .  . .i i a i
s m x f x , y y f x , y F f x , y y f x , y .  .  .  .  .i a ai i
and by Lemma 3.1,
h G x , l x G x q m x G x F h G x , G x , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .i i a ai i
we have
Ur u , ¨ s sup f x , y y c x , y q sup h G x , H x - d . .  .  .  .  . .1
 . xgXx , y gX=X
 . n  .Thus, S ¨ ; D W . Take any x g S ¨ , there exists i such thatis1 i 0 0
 .  .x g W ; W , that is x g G x , sup f x , y F 0. Hence0 i i 0 a 0 y g G  x . a 00 0 i a 0 i0 i 00
 .  .x g S u which contradicts the fact that V > W , S u l V s B.0 a i i a ii 0 0 i 00 0
This contradiction shows that there exists at least one essential connected
 .component of S u and the proof is complete.
4. ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF THE SOLUTION SET
OF GENERALIZED GAMES
 4Let N s 1, 2, . . . , n be the set of players, let X be the strategy set fori
n Ãplayer i. Denote X s  X , X s  X . The feasible strategy corre-is1 i i j/ i j
Ã X i  4spondence of player i is G : X ª 2 _ B and f : X ª R is his payoffi i i
U  U U U . function, x s x , x , . . . , x g X is called a solution or an equilibrium1 2 n
. U  U .point of the generalized game if for each i g N, x g G x , andÃi i i
 U U .  U . w xUf x , x s max f u , x , see 2 .Ã Ãi i i u g G  x . i i iÃi i i
Now let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a normed lineari
space E for each i g N, let M be the collection of all functions f si
 .  .f , f , . . . , f such that 1 for each fixed i g N, f is continuous on X ;1 2 n i
Ã .  .2 for each i g N and each fixed x g X , u ª f u , x is concave andÃ Ãi i i i i i
 . n <  . <3 sup  f x - q`. Let C be the collection of all correspon-x g X is1 i
 .  .dences G s G , G , . . . , G such that 1 for each i g N and for each1 2 n
Ã  .  .fixed x g X , G x is a nonempty compact convex subset of X ; 2 forÃ Ãi i i i i
Ãeach i g N, G is continuous on X .i i
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Let P s M = C. For any
p s f , . . . , f , G , . . . , G , p s f , . . . , f , G , . . . , G gP , .  .1 11 1n 11 1n 2 21 2 n 21 2 n
define
n n
r p , p s sup f x y f x q sup h G x , G x , .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã . 2 1 2 1 i 2 i i 1 i i 2 i i
xgX xgXis1 is1
where for each i g N, h is the Hausdorff metric defined on X . Clearly,i i
 .P, r is a complete metric space.2
 . w x For any p s f , . . . , f , G , . . . , G g P, by Theorem 23 of 1 see p.1 n 1 n
. U351 , there exists an equilibrium point x g X to the generalized game:
U  U .  U U .  U .Ufor each i g N, x g G x , and f x , x s max f u , x . De-Ã Ã Ãi i i i i i u g G  x . i i iÃi i i
 .note by E p all equilibrium points to the generalized game p.
We give the following two lemmas:
 .LEMMA 4.1. For each p s f , . . . , f , G , . . . , G g P, define the map1 n 1 n
T : P ª Y by
n n
T p s f x , y , G x s f y , x y f x , x , G x .  .  .  . .  .  .Ã Ã i i i i i i i /is1is1
is continuous.
 .  .Proof. It is easy to check that: 1 for each fixed y g X, x ª f x, y is
 .  .lower semicontinuous; 2 for each fixed x g X, y ª f x, y is concave;
 .  .  . <  . <  .3 f y, y F 0 for all y g X ; 4 sup f x, y - q`; 5 for x, y .g X=X
 .  .each x g X, G x is convex and closed; and 6 G is continuous on X.
 .Hence T p s u g Y.
 . For any p s f , . . . , f , G , . . . , G , p s f , . . . , f ,1 11 1 n 11 1 n 2 21 2 n
.  .G , . . . , G g P, if r p , p - « , then21 2 n 2 1 2
n
r T p , T p s sup f y , x y f x , x .  .  .  . . Ã Ã1 1 2 1 i i i 1 i i i
 .x , y gX=X is1
n
y f y , x y f x , x .  .Ã Ã 2 i i i 2 i i i
is1
n n
q sup h G x , G x .  .Ã Ã 1 i i 2 i i /is1 is1xgX
n
F 2 sup f x y f x .  . 1 i 2 i
xgX is1
n
q sup h G x , G x .  .Ã Ã . i 1 i i 2 i i
xgX is1
F 2 r p , p - 2« . .2 1 2
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Hence T : P ª Y must be continuous.
U  . U  .LEMMA 4.2. x g E p if and only if x g S u .
U  .  U .Proof. If x g E p , then for each i g N and for each y g G x , weÃi i i
U  U .  U .  U U . U  U .have x g G x and f y , x F f x , x . Hence x g G x and forÃ Ã Ãi i i i i i i i i
 U .  U . U  .each y g G x , we have f x , y F 0, x g S u .
U  . U  U .  U .UConversely, if x g S u , then x g G x and sup f x , y F 0.y g G x .
 U .  U .  U .For each i g N and for each y g G x , set y s y , x g G x , weÃ Ãi i i i i
 U .  U .  U U .  U .  U U . Uhave f x , y s f y , x y f x , x F 0, f y , x F f x , x , x gÃ Ã Ã Ãi i i i i i i i i i i i
 .E p .
THEOREM 4.3. For each p g P, there exists at least one essential con-
nected component of it 's equilibrium points.
 .  .  .Proof. For each p g P, T p s u g Y. By Lemma 4.2, E p s S u s
 .  .  .   ..D C u and C u is a connected component of S u also E p fora g L a a
 .each a g L. By Theorem 3.2, there exists a g L such that C u is an0 a 0
 .essential connected component of S u .
 .For any open set O > C u , there is d ) 0 such that for any ¨ g Ya0
 .  .with r u, ¨ - 2d , S ¨ l O / B. By Lemma 4.1, for any q g P with1
 .   .  ..  .  .r p, q - d , then r T p , T q s r u, ¨ - 2d . Hence E q l O s2 1 1
 .  .  .S ¨ l O / B, C u is an essential connected component of E p , thea0
theorem is proved.
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